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GENERAL GUIDELINES & REGULAR SEASON: 

• Oversee action and answer any questions regarding rules that may arise within assigned division. 

• Resolve any disputes regarding a specific play or rule. 

• Enforce “no alcohol/drugs.” Since this is a competitive, major tournament with media presence, we 

want to maintain a professional image for KanJam as a sport, which is why this is geared to be an 

alcohol and drug-free event. We still want everyone to have fun, but there have been issues in the past 

with allowing alcohol, so we need to ensure players/spectators are abiding to this guideline. For 

anyone that becomes an issue, please check with the Head Referee for a decision. 

• For complaints about a specific team, watch them for any game violations or misbehavior. 

• Upon watching game action and walking through division, if an illegal play such as a carry or violation 

of the release rule occurs, please be sure to enforce or make a call. This will help with ensuring illegal 

play does not continue throughout the day and into the playoffs.  

Release rule - Both feet cannot go past the BACK EDGE of the goal when releasing the disc (similar to a foot 

fault in bowling). This applies to all players, regardless of age or gender. There will be a longer line behind the 

goal marking the release line to easily confirm this ruling. First violation in any game by any member of the 

same team results in a warning. Second violation results in no points for that throw. If there is a blatant 

violation (foot completely past the back edge of the goal when disc is released), then there will be no warning 

and referees can declare that throw as no points.  

Carries - Called on ANY illegal deflection, and results in no points from that play.  What to look for: 

• Lifting - on a low throw, a player "lifts" the disc (usually with hands on each side of disc). Unless the 

player hits the disc on the underside and it flips end-over-end, it most likely is a carry.  

• Stopping - If a player stops the disc in mid air, causing it to fall straight down, it is a carry. 

• Controlling - There are some players that will have their hands on the edges of the disc, 

controlling/guiding it to go into the goal. This will happen most often on throws that are off to the left 

or the right of the goal.  

• Double-hitting - Players cannot double-hit the disc. If a player hits the disc with one hand and then 

again with another in order to make the play, it is a carry. This would include double-hits off other 

body parts as well (such as off a hand then chest, etc). 

• Others - Includes catching, throwing, pulling, pushing 

*Remember, carries are called on ANY illegal deflection, regardless if the disc lands in the goal or not. Even if 

the player carries the disc and the disc only hits the goal for 1 point, it still would not count since the disc was 

carried. Referees will have whistles to signal an illegal play (release or carries). 
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Judgment calls - These include: 

DEUCE shots, 2 points (direct hit of the goal on the throw) - In games being refereed, please be sure to 

watch closely on each throw and tip. Some throws will come close to either hitting the ground, 

touching a deflector's hand, or grazing the goal before the disc is tipped in. It will be your 

responsibility to make your best judgment call in these scenarios.  

Low throw - If a throw is low, be sure to watch and see if it hits the grounds prior to hitting the goal 

directly or before a player has a chance to deflect it. A throw that hits the ground first counts as no 

points.  

Deflected or not deflected? - Sometimes a throw will come close to the top of the goal with a 

deflector's hands close to the play. If the disc goes into the goal unassisted on a direct throw, it is an 

Instant Win. Otherwise, if it touches the deflector's hands, it will only count as 3-points (Bucket). 

Please watch closely on these plays to determine if a deflector touches the disc in any way.  

Throw grazes goal - In the last case, sometimes a throw will barely hit the top of the goal and then the 

deflector immediately tips it into the goal. Please watch closely for this ruling. If it hits the goal first 

and is then deflected after, it will only count as 2-points since it hit the goal first. If you determine that 

the disc did not hit the goal and the player deflected it cleanly, then count it as 1-point or 3-points, 

depending on if it lands in the goal or not. 

Bounce-outs - If a throw is deflected into the goal and it bounces out, it will count as 1 point rather 

than 3 points. However, if a deflector manages to touch the disc a second time before it hits the 

ground on the outside of the goal, it will still count as 3 points. The reasoning is because the second 

hit is voided (double-hit) as the play is dead at that point, giving the player only the initial 3 point play, 

as they prevented the play from continuing out to be 1 point. This is the official rule for these cases.   

Be sure to watch closely on these plays to see if the deflector does or does not touch the disc a 

second time on the bounce out. This will be a judgment call that a referee will need to be the judge of 

to avoid any disagreements.  

Holding the goal - Players waiting to tip may NOT touch the goal in any way, even to let it edge up to 

their legs for support. It must remain free standing at all times to be legal. It is illegal to "hold" or 

brace the goal when a partner is shooting for a DEUCE or Instant Win. Doing so will result in no 

scoring from that play, including voiding an Instant Win shot.   
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WEATHER: 

In the case of inclement weather, a decision will be made by the tournament coordinator if Regular 

Season games will be changed to be played to 15 points, or if super windy, a quick-match format (a 

total of 4 rounds of throws by both teams - most points at the end of 4 rounds wins; still follows 

regular overtime rules if tied after 4 rounds). This decision can be made at any point of the Regular 

Season. 

Also, there may be emergency kits available - this will include rain covers to protect scoresheets, and 

stakes/string to prevent goals from blowing away. If a decision is made by the tournament 

coordinator: 

• In case of rain, the referees will hand out the rain covers to teams in their assigned division to 

protect the scoresheets from getting wet. 

• In case of super heavy wind, the referees will stake down goals in their division. There will be 

pre-drilled holes at the inside bottom of each goal by the lower tab. Simply loop the string 

through the hole and stake to the middle of the ground inside the goal. Each kit will have a 

hammer as well for stakes. 

• In case of lightning, the tournament coordinator will communicate if a delay in action will be 

called and teams will head for cover in the pavilions until it passes. 

 

GROUP PHOTO: 

There will be one referee per division. When the tournament starts, teams will gather at their division 

sign with the referee for a quick intro. The referee will then take a quick group photo of that division 

using their phone. 
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ASSIST WITH DETERMINING PLAYOFF TEAMS: 

After teams complete all their Regular Season games, they must return their clipboard/scoresheet to their 

assigned referee for their division. Each referee will have a folder. Completed sheets should be placed in the 

folder, and the empty clipboard can go in the marked clipboard box. Referees can start checking sheets, 

adjusting as necessary, and placing them in order of wins inside the folder. What to look for: 

• Make sure that each team has counted a win for themselves. If not, please adjust the sheet. 

• Any teams that were not present - teams do not get credit for a win or loss. This game is just crossed 

out. Please make sure that teams do not get a win for a team declared not present. If there was an 

error, please adjust. 

• For any teams that were determined to have forfeited (usually due to leaving the tournament prior to 

finishing the Regular Season), every team in the division gets a win for this game, regardless if they 

played them or not. Even if a team lost to a forfeited team, they will now get a win. Please make sure 

to adjust all sheets. 

• After all adjustments are made, please tally and mark the total number of wins at the top right corner 

of each sheet in the referee box. Then rank the teams on a basis of total wins and mark the seed 

number here as well (Seed #1 had the most amount of wins, Seed #2 had the second most wins, etc). 

Ties - In the event of a tie, head-to-head record is the tiebreaker. If the tie is between multiple teams, then 

you look at the record between the tied teams. For example, let's say four teams tied at a record of 17-7. Look 

at the sheets for these four teams, side by side, and tally up their record against the other three teams. To 

keep track, mark their record in the referee box (ex. Team A was 2-1 against their opponents - mark "2-1" in 

this section at the top of the sheet). Then rank the tied teams based on their record between them (Team C 

was 3-0, then Team A was 2-1, then Team D was 2-1 [losing their game to Team A], then Team B was 0-3).  

Shootouts - If the head-to-head record still cannot break the tie (for example, three teams are tied and also all 

went 1-1 in the games against each other), then these teams must compete in a quick 3-round, total points 

Shootout. Once all the teams are ranked and a tie must be broken, then it will be your responsibility to watch 

and record the shootout for these teams. The tournament coordinator will make the announcement of which 

teams need to compete in the Shootout. Take their clipboards with you. The Shootout is not a game; each 

team simply has three rounds to score as many points as possible. This would equate to a total of six throws, 

three by each player. After their round is complete, mark their total score in the referee box at the top of their 

scoresheet. If someone happens to throw an Instant Win, count that as 10 points toward their total. After the 

Shootout is completed, you can then rank the teams based on the total points scored in the Shootout. In the 

event the teams tie in the Shootout, have each team do one additional round (one throw for each player, like 

in overtime) and repeat as necessary in order to break the tie. 

Take folder to pavilion - Once ALL the teams in a division have handed in their sheets and teams are ranked, 

the assigned referee can take the folder to the tournament coordinator to enter teams onto the playoff 

bracket. 
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PLAYOFFS: 

Depending on the total number of referees will determine how many games will be officiated throughout the playoffs. 

Generally, there will be one referee for each division. In the early rounds of the playoffs, there are still too many games 

for referees to officiate every game. So, each referee will walk from game to game every few minutes. If an illegal play is 

observed, please make a call. You will also be there if any issues arise within any other playoff games in the division. 

Recording Games - For playoffs, there will be one clipboard with a scoresheet for each series. After the series is 

completed, the winning team is responsible for filling out and returning the scoresheet to the pavilion. This sheet must 

be completed and returned in order to advance to the next round, which will take into account the series (ex, 4 games 

to 1), Instant Wins, perfect games, and more. Please be sure all winning teams complete and return these sheets to the 

pavilion, where the tournament coordinator will update the playoffs bracket with the winners and series. 

Later rounds of the playoffs (when there are enough referees to officiate games) - Referees should introduce 

themselves to the teams competing and go over basic ground rules prior to the start of the series. For example, "Hi, my 

name is Larry. I will be officiating your series. Please remember to keep both feet behind the back of the goal on your 

release of the disc. Also, no carrying or controlling the disc, including lifting, double-hitting, and guiding the disc. I will 

first issue a warning for the first violation of the release rule; after that, the next violation will result in no points. With 

carries, any illegal deflection will result in no points. Good luck!" 

Referees can then proceed with determining the Hammer option between the teams by either flipping a disc or doing a 

finger shoot of odds and evens between the teams. 

Once there are just a couple of teams left, there may be enough referees to have two per game, with one referee on 

each end. In this case, please concentrate on one end only. Position yourself somewhere in the middle of the court to 

the side, so you can get a clear view.  

Keeping score? - Generally speaking, referees are not responsible for keeping score of the game, as you will instead be 

concentrating on carefully watching for release rule violations, carries, judgment calls, etc.  

Time between throws - Players should throw the disc within 20 seconds of getting the disc after a play or turn. Some 

players will purposely wait too long for the wind to die down. After 20 seconds, please let the player know they have five 

seconds to make the throw before a delay is called and the throw is officially lost.  

Final 4 & Finals - The tournament Final 4 and Finals matches will be recorded. There will not be any video reviews. 

Referees have the final call. Since KanJam is a fast-paced game, be sure to call a stoppage in play right away if you need 

to discuss a call with another referee, if necessary. Also, at the conclusion of a series, please hold position until teams 

have finished their celebration and congratulatory handshakes. 

 

Please do not be afraid to make any calls! This is what you are here for! Enforcement of the 

rules will prevent illegal play. We want to make this a fair and consistent competition, and 

avoid teams from getting an unfair advantage. 

 

THANK YOU FOR HELPING!  IT IS GREATLY APPRECIATED! 


